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Howdy Wranglers,

President's Message & Minutes

meeting, but our focus is still more on beer appreciation than

from the April 2nd General

on brewing. There's nothing wrong with appreciating beer, but

Monthly Meeting

actually making it helps us to understand and appreciate it even

by Brian Read.
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more. Here are some of the things your executive would like to
do to take our club to the next

Tasting Notes

level: Brew with a buddy - An opportunity for novices to

From Pale Ale to I.P.A.

work hands-on with more experienced members in brewing a

by Brian Read
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Our club now has 38 members and good attendance at each

batch. Club project - Individuals will modify wort obtained

Beers of P E I & New Brunswick
Jamie, Joy & Jason visit the Houses

from Wild Rose to create their own styles. Great Canadian
Beer Festival - This amazing event, held in Victoria in
September, is not to be missed! We will be making hard to get
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of Gahan and Pump.

tickets available, at a discount, to our club members. Open

by Jamie Burla

Competition - To give our club national exposure, and also
create some revenue.

Flight Deck
Brian Read reviews Calgary's newest

There is much to discuss

/1 ~

at our next meeting.

Beer Restaurant.
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Congratulatiq ,s, It's A Beer!
w

Brad Smith

~
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MINUTES

stirs up
his first

There were 28 attendees at our April meeting, including two

home brew.

guests from the Edmonton Homebrewers Guild, Bmce
Sample and Glen Hannah.
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Glen gave a brief presentation on our (big) sister Edmonton
club, and their annual homebrew contest (The Aurora Brewing
Challenge). This is the only Canadian qualifying event for the
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Masters Competition of Amateur Brewing (MCAB). Brewers

An Odyssey of Greek Beer

finishing first in any of categories

fezz serves

1-19 and 22 will be qualified to enter in that style in the MCAB

up a few

XI competition. The deadline to get your entries in is May 21,

cold ones

2008. For more information, go to:

\
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from Athens

aurorachallenge@hotmail.com or to

and beyond.

http://www.eh~.ca.

Treasurer's Report &
Back Profiles (May's style)

Brian Read presented a tasting of beers

by Brian Read

12

New Brews

doctored to emphasize specific flavour
components, so that members can readily

I

recognize them when they are encountered.-

The beers of Brew Dog

The flavours featured were oxidized,

and a Chocolate Ale by
Kamloops Brewery.

...,-Io.....uIooo.olL..,-alcohol, DMS (dimethyl sulfide) and
diacetyl.

r
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PALE ALEs AND IPAs

6. Bad Hare Day double IPA (7.8%
abv)

(Alley Kat Brewery): Copper

Definitions:

colour. The hop flavor and bitterness

PALE ALE: In England, an amber or copper

is very prominent, but well balanced by

coloured, top-fermented beer brewed with

malt.

very hard water and pale malts. The bottled

7. Innis

equivalent of bitter but drier, hoppier and

Brewery, Dunbar, Scotland): This beer

lighter.

IPA: An ale brewed in England for

British troops stationed in India in the
18th century. It was brewed very strong to
survive a sea voyage that could take up to 6
months. The term now refers to bottled pale
ales, especially those intended for
exportation.

&

Gunn (6.4% abv)

(Belhaven

is aged in oak whiskey barrels, which
results in a very smooth texture and
significant vanilla flavour. The
bitterness seems very subdued for the
style, but perhaps not for a European
IPA. It is packaged in a clear bottle,
which resulted in a slight initial
"skunky" aroma, despite the fact that
each individual bottle is in its own

TASTING NOTES:

box.

8. Pike IPA (6.3% abv)

(Pike Brewing

1. Big Rock Pale Ale (Big Rock Brewery,

Company, Seattle, Wash.): Golden

Calgary): Pale gold colour.

colour. Slightly hazy Malty, floral

Medium body. Balanced significantly toward

aroma. The hop aroma and Cascade

the malty end of this style.

(grapefruit)

2. Bengal IPA (( Sailor Hagar 's,

front,

Vancouver): Bitter up front, but with a more
bland finish.

Citrus hop flavour.

Good,

clean malt presence balances the hop
bitterness.

3. Samuel Smith's India Ale (Tadcaster,
Yorkshire, England): Dark gold color. Malty,
with a medium - full body. The bitterness
was more subdued, and less citrus in
character than typical North American IPAs,
but the carbonation level, surprisingly, did
not seem to be much less than that of the

flavour is present up

as well as significant hop

bitterness. The finish is also bitter,
but seems to fade quickly upon
swallowing.

9. Snake Dog IPA (Flying Dog
Brewing, Denver, Colo.): The color is
dark golden, tending toward copper.
Clean and malty aroma, with some floral
hop notes, but little of the grapefruit
character that is typical of Cascade.
Medium body, malty up front, without
being sweet.
The bitter finish lingers significantly

North American versions.

after swallowing.

4. Wild Rose IPA (Wild Rose Brewery,

10. He'Brew Bittersweet Lenny's

Calgary): Light copper color.
Hops are prominent in the nose and flavour,
but the bitterness was not excessive, and
was well balanced by the clean malt body.

R.I.P.A.

(10% abv)

(Shmaltz Brewing

Company, San Francisco, Calif.): Brewed
as a tribute to Lenny Bruce.
This is a double IPA, with rye malt.

5. Alley Kat Full Moon Pale Ale (Alley

Copper color. medium to full body. The

Kat Brewery, Edmonton): Golden color. A

aroma is primarily malty, but with some

smooth balance throughout, with a prominent

hop presence. It is VERY bitter from

hop presence.

the start to the finish,

and after.

by Brian Read
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The beers contribute to the PEI's tourism and national
importance as the site of Canadian confederacy. After you
tour Confederation Hall be sure to get a pint of Sir John A's
Honey Wheat Ale. This sweet ale was a favourite, and how
can it not be when it's named after our first Prime Minister.
On a personal note, I can't wait for the Stephen Harper
seasonal, I'm guessing it will be a crude stout, perhaps a little
bitter, and after it's been accepted, consumers won't be
allowed to ask questions of it.. ... Gahan House's best seller
is the Harvest Gold with a high score on our 'drinkability'
metre. Coles Cream Ale is another enjoyable beer. The two
other favourites of the tour for us were the Ironhorse Brown
and Island Red Amber. The final beer offered is Sydney
Last month we left Newfoundland and the wonderful

Street Stout; not only the beer's name but also the street

Quidi Vidi Brewery and this month we head into the

you'll find the alehouse on. If I were to ever describe a stout

Maritime Provinces of PEI and New Brunswick. Like the

as powerful, Sydney Street Stout may be the one; definitely

rock to the north, the primary players are the big name

the stout that stuck with me all the way back home.

breweries but upon a little inspection, you can find a
couple of really unique microbreweries.
As you approach the red island by ferry, you immediately
notice the rich soil and green grass of PEI. A must for any
Canadian tourist, it is an oasis of beaches and countryside
beauty, and Charlottetown adds a different twist for the
tourist. Metropolitan life in PEI is best described as
country and town. Nothing moves too fast and quaint
streets with colonial houses are around every corner. The
people are pleasant and helpful.
In order to really get a feel for the island life we slept
aboard a docked boat in one of the harbours. After an

Crossing the Confederation Bridge is an experience itself

evening of drinking some of the island's finest beers, my

and it brings you into the province of New Brunswick. Now

land-locked legs had quite a time maneuvering the dock at

New Brunswick many not get the glory of well known

high tide. As I curled into bed I figured the ocean tide

tourism like the other Maritime Provinces do, but you

would ease my thoughts and beer filled stomach; I was

should not pass it by. Please keep in mind that a strict

wrong. I don't know if there is anything more difficult than

highway tour of New Brunswick might leave you with a

an Albertan trying to sleep on a rocking boat on the ocean

bitter taste in your mouth. There really is a finite amount of

after some PEI beers.

trees and pavement a person can endure. Touring the long
and expanding countryside should take you a few days and

So what about those beers? PEI has one major micro and it

detouring to areas such as St. Andrews by the Sea will not

is the Gahan House. Named after a local 19th century

disappoint. We recommend you venture off the main routes

merchant in Charlottetown, the Gahan House offers off

to find these unique communities. To the north of the

sales as well as pub atmosphere. With six brews available,

province you end up in Bay of Fundy of area. It may

you can find The Gahan House beers on tap throughout the

require you watching the ocean for twelve hours, but those

island. The aforementioned night that resulted in the off

towering tides will humble you in way only nature can.

shore sleepless night, was when we found the full tap
available at a maritime billiards chain, and we tasted them
all.

But does the province have good beer?
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NEW BEER RESTAURANT
Well, New Brunswick has some of the countries storied beer

The Flight Deck located not far from the airport

history with the Oland family. When on the East Coast, you

at #1200,9650 Harvest Hills Blvd.

will still find Oland's beers, but it is produced now by
Molson as the family sold years ago. However, Oland's

I checked out this new pub and restaurant on April 17. The

started up again under Moosehead, the oldest, entirely

room is huge, on 3 levels with an outdoor deck still being

Canadian beer company, and a good beer, too. Now, this

developed on the top level. While it wasn't quiet, neither

storied history, has resulted in a newer micro brewery,

was it as noisy as I'd expect a room this size to be. They
have 101 beers. 20 of them on tap. Not all of them are

Pump House.

particularly rare or interesting beers, but they do have a

The Pump House brewery was started by a fire chief and

broad selection, in terms of styles, countries of origin, and

his wife, has been around about ten years and has won many

crafts vs "bigs", and they're not served so ice cold that you

awards. To visit it, your tour will stop in Moncton. The

can't taste them. The prices of draught beers range from

brewery offers seven continuous brews and a constant flow

$4 for a 20 oz. pint of their house beers (made by

of impressive seasonals. Pump House's Pail Ale is very

Okanagan Springs) to $7.90 for European imports.

drinkable and appeals to the masses as does its Cadian Ale,
with its honey flavours. Our favourites included the Red
Ale, with a great deep colour, the Scotch Ale with some
aromatic smoke and the Stout with a great coffee undertone.
The brewery also produces a good Special Old Bitter, but
the most surprising beer we found was their Blueberry Ale.

I tried 2 bottled beers, Mythos from Thessaloniki, Greece,
and Flying Dog Pale Ale, from Denver. Colorado. For a
review of Mythos, see page 8 in this issue. Mine had no
detectable skunkiness, in spite of being packaged in a green
bottle. The Flying Dog Pale Ale had a medium to full body
and a smooth texture, with plenty of caramel, well balanced
by hop bitterness.

We were unsure about this one but it is a deliciously
refreshing beer and throughout New Brunswick and Nova

The food isn't gourmet fare, but it's certainly pleasant

Scotia, this beer sells well and we could not find anyone who

enough. On Flames game nights, everything in the lounge

didn't like it.

(upstairs) is $7.77, about $2 less than the regular prices.
The dining room has a larger selection, with most entrees

The Pump House's seasonals are fantastic as well, and they

ranging between $8 and $12. The establishment has

are constantly producing them throughout the year. Some of

enough staff to serve the customers well, and they seemed

the more interesting ones include a French Ale, a

pleasant, knowledgeable, and attentive.

Dortmunder Export, a Vienna Marzen and a Rye Ale.
Cheers to you, New Brunswick and P.E.I.

Jamie Burla

This pub is a long ways from where I live. I often walk
when I go out for drinks, but I was glad I had my car this
time. If you're coming from south Calgary, be sure you have
lots of gas before you start.
Is The Flight Deck my type of pub? Not really, but that
doesn't mean much-most modern pubs aren't. Would I go
back? Yes, probably, if it wasn't so far away. As it is,
Bottlescrew Bill's, offering similar fare, in a significantly
older building, is a lot closer.

Brian Read
Next month, Jamie, Joy & Jason conitinue their beer
adventures in Nova Scotia.
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BRE'W
Ahhh finally the big day has arrived. After

sundry water collection vessels I ferried into the

months of planning, gathering gear, learning the process,

house. I did not realize making beer was actual work!

I'm ready. I had to work around a few obstacles; my

Oh well I'm sure it will be worth it.
I cooled and transferred the wort into a

kitchen stove sucks (electric) so I use an outdoor
propane powered turkey roasting stand, which turns out

sterilized 23 liter glass carboy and then in went my

to be a perfect solution. So I begin the grand process;

puffed up package of 1098 British Ale yeast. Now I'm

fill my kettle with 22liters of water, boil water, add my

officially giddy with joy - it really is quite simple, it

Black Rock Amber Malt Extract 1.5 liter can, along with

really is. I watch for 24 hours for the first signs of

1 bag of hard brown sugar (approx lIb). Bring to a boil

fermentation. Unfortunately, I have to leave town for

and add 1 oz. of Cascade leafhops. Boil for one hour. I

work and never saw the yeast's heady action. I was

add another 1 oz. packet of Cascade hops in the last 15

reliant on my wife to keep me updated as to the

minutes of the boil.

progress. Returning home 4 or 5 days later, it was

Then it was a matter of water supply in the

obvious that fermentation had taken place. And the

garage for immersion cooling and of course, what to do

beer looked rather darker than I thought it would be -

with the run-off. Did I mention it was late January when

even better. I transferred to a secondary 19 liter glass

brew day happened? I needed a plus temperature day and

carboy for Secondary fermentation in the cool quiet of

got one! Lucky me! But my garden tap was frozen, so no

a dark closet. I sneak a small sample though,

water from there ... hmmmm, well, not until I took a

mmmmmmmmm - I like it!
So far everything seems to be going perfectly.

lighter and screwdriver and dug the ice out. Water
flowed and all was well. We hooked up the immersion

I go away for work again - this time for a couple of

chiller, with the hose from the garden tap flowing in, and

weeks. Which was a good thing, because being at

another hose running outbound to the kitchen sink. This

home waiting would nearly have killed me. Now I'm

is the connection that failed. I now have water running

ready for bottling day. I can almost picture myself

cooling my wort, but the hot water is on the garage floor

pouring a fab pint of Ale. My yield turned out to be

with nowhere to go. It is winter, so into the lane won't

almost twenty six 675 ml bottles. Nice! I thought I was

work and my yard is not big enough for a skating rink. I

making a decent Pale Ale, but as I sit here writing my

lost count how manv buckets coolers and various and

story, I am enjoying a great tasting medium copper
coloured ESB. The results exceeded my expectations;
a decent hop/malt balance, great full head, wonderful
flavour (even my wife likes it) so more beer is in my
future. All this would not have been possible without
the expert guidance of my beer mentor fezz, Thank
you.

Cheers!
New Beer Snob Brad Smith
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PRESENT: Mike Tymchuk, Darren Bender, Michael Nazarec,
Dave Neilly & Brian Read
GREAT CANADIAN BEER FESTIVAL: Club members will
be able to obtain a 2-day pass to the Great Canadian Beer Festival
in Victoria (Fri & Sat, Sept 5 & 6, 2008) from Wild Rose, for $30.
This is a 50% discount of the regular price of $45! The money
should be paid in advance, at the taproom, by the end of May. We
will put a notice about this on the web site, as well as mentioning it
at the May general meeting.

from sponsors that can be raffled at the Bar-B-Q. to raise
money for the club (We already have a digital thermostat
donated to us by Bruce Sample from the Edmonton
Homebrewing Guild. Thanks Bruce!)
GLASSWARE FOR CLUB MEMBERS: The club will
provide a sample glass, with a logo on it, for each present and
new member, to bring to meetings for beer tastings. We will
order enough (72?) to have some stock for new members, and to
have some to sell to replace breakage. We may consider
providing, or making available, pint glasses with logos as well.

BEER STYLE THEMES FOR MEETINGS: For each general

We can piggy-back this order on a Wild Rose order, if this helps

meeting, Brian will prepare a poster, giving the specifics of the

to get a better price. Dave will investigate prices, styles, etc.

style (Starting & finishing gravities, IBUs, colour, brief history

with Tina.

and flavour profile). We will also put this information on the
website and in the newsletter that precedes the meeting. We will
publish the style themes for upcoming meetings 6 - months in
advance, in order to encourage members to brew a batch in that
style for the meeting. This list, updated month to month, will
appear in the newsletter and on the website. The next 7 styles will
be:
May: Bock (see profiles on Page 11)
June: Wheat Beers
July: European Pilsners
September: Bitter, E.S.B.
October: Marzen

CLUB T-SHIRTS: Fezz will design a logo for a club T-shirt
and investigate styles and prices with Tina. We can also
piggy-back this order on a Wild Rose order. We will attempt to
have these available before September, so members who wish to
can wear them to the GCBF.
TOUR CANADA MALTING: Dave will look into possible
dates to arrange a tour of this facility for the club.
HONOURARY MEMBERSHIPS: We will provide honorary
memberships in our club for our sponsors (the individual, not
the company), and Fezz will prepare membership cards for
them.

November: Dubbels
December: Winter Warmers
CLUB BREWING PROJECT: Wild Rose is willing to make
available to club members who want it 20 liters of unpitched wort,

OPEN HOMEBREW COMPETITION: Ifwe aim for early
February of 2009, we may be able to collect and judge the beer
at Wild Rose. We will discuss this goal with the membership at
the May meeting.

that we can brew to any style we wish, by adding hops, fruit, grain
or malt extract, yeast, etc. We will bring this up at the May

FUTURE EXECUTIVE MEETINGS: Will be tentatively

meeting and put it in the May newsletter, aiming to provide the

scheduled for 5:00 p.m. at the Wild Rose Taproom, on the

wort in June andjudge the beers in September. Before providing

second Wednesday of each month (1 week after the general

exact details, Dave and Mike need some time to work on the

meeting), subject to some flexibility dictated by circumstances.

logistics and to notify Revenue Canada excise of our intentions.

Any club memebr who wishes to attend is more than welcome.

SUMMER BAR-B-Q: Will be at Fezz's, tentatively on June 28.

NEW PUB: The Flight Deck, newly opened on Country Hills

The club will buy meat for it (perhaps something on a spit, with

Boulevard, reviewed on Page 5.

burgers, sausage, etc as backup). We will possibly arrange to have
attendees bring extras (salads, buns, etc.), as well as as well as
beer. We will try to obtain donations (such as gift certificates)

More information on the Great Canadian Beer Festival
continues on Page 11.

Brian Read
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BEERS OF

MYTHOS
Mythos Hellenic Lager, Mythos Breweries
SA, Thessaloniki
Mythos (part of the Boutari Wines group)
started up in 1997 and has managed to
capture the hearts of the home market with
this straight ahead lager. Pale gold in colour,
floral aroma, effervescent legs and a tight
head, medium body, smooth palate and
clean, crisp finish, 5% ale/vol..

Greeks are not big beer drinkers, consuming just 39 liters a
year per person, as opposed to the European average of 80

ALPHA

liters a year per head. But while beer consumption in other

Alpha Traditional Lager, Athenian Brewery,

European countries has been dipping recently, the Greek

Athens

market grew by an average of 3% per year since 1996. Some

Opened in 1965, Athenian makes Amstel,

say it is a market with prospects. But just three lagers -

Greece's Number 1 seller. In 1981 they

Heineken, Amstel and Mythos - make up 90% of all of the

began producing Heineken and in 1999

beer sold on the Greek market. Athenian Brewery holds a

introduced the Alsatian beer Fischer to the

whopping 85% of this pie, as it produces both Heineken and

Greek market. Alfa, a traditional Greek

Amstel domestically.

brew, was then relaunched in 2000. Pale

Needless to say, the beer market is competitive. Smaller

long dry finish, 5% ale/vol.

straw in colour, light body, thin palate with a
players include the Hellenic Brewery of Atalanti (domestic
producer of Lowenbrau and Stella Artois), the newer

KEO

Olympic Brewery (Fix Hellas beer) and the Brewery of

Keo Premium Beer, Keo Brewing, Cyprus

Macedonia and Thrace, makers ofVergina lager. In total

Cold filtered premium lager of character.

there are seven major beer factories in Greece at the

Pale gold colour, hints of spicy hop aroma,
medium body, full & flavourful, malt

moment.

balanced, long lingering finish, citric
The potential for growth seems to be in imports, despite the

undertones. Great with seafood I recall,

fact that domestic consumers are reluctant to try them. 160

particularly Grilled Squid. 4.5% ale/vol.

imported beers (many of them German lagers) account for
over 5% of total sales, so most Greek breweries also import
beers. Mythos, for instance, brings in Foster's, Calsberg,
Guinness and Kilkenny. The Hellenic Brewery of Atalanti
imports Franziskaner, Leffe, Hoegaarden and

ZORBAS
Zorbas Lager, Athenian Brewery, Athens
Another lager much like Alpha, but marketed
featuring a dancing Zorba the Greek

Boddington's.

character on the label. Straw/amber, light

Meanwhile, the successful Thessaloniki-produced Mythos is

body, no real hop presence, clean palate but a

looking to increase exports as well with the help of Scottish

sweet lingering finish. Found in tourist areas

& Newcastle, which bought 47% of the company in 2002.

and on some of the Islands.

MARATHON
More Greek Beer Trivia
•
•
•

Over 75% of beer in Greece is consumed between the months
of April and September.
The bulk of beer in Greece is consumed in bottles, as opposed
to in cans or on tap at cafes, restaurants and bars.
Football teams PAOK and Panathinaikos have launched their
own beers.

Marathon Lager, Athenian Brewery, Athens.
Clear golden lager offers a nicely sweet pale
malt palate balanced by a moderate hop
bitterness. A smooth mouthfeel and medium
body, long crisp finish. 5% alc/vol.
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THRYLOS
Thrylos Premium Lager,
Keo Brewery, Cyprus
According to 'Legend', which is
what'Thrylos' means in Greek, it was
named after a winning football team
and became the Official Beer of the
Olympiacos in 1925.

PILS HELLAS

Nice amber colouring, full flavoured,

Pils Hellas, Hellenic Brewery of Atalanti .

easy clean palate, medium malt

Hints of hop aroma sparkle out of the big frothy head, well

accented body, crisp hop notes, long

carbonated and light in body, this bright pilsner has an easy

dry finish, a beer of character. 4.5%

palate, is clean, fresh and flavourful, with a slight dry finish

ale/vol

4.9% ale/vol.

STAR

ATHOS

Star Lager, Hellenic Breweries of Atalanti S.A

Athos Golden Beer, Thessaloniki

Blond lager with a neutral flavour and a fresh taste.

In partnership with Belgian Brewer Het Anker, Athos is in a class

Similar to Hellenic's other beers, light amber colour, light to

all its own in Greece. A top-fermented ale that is golden hued, a

medium body, some hop notes, but generally neutral palate,

touch cloudy from bottle conditioning with a dense frothy head, full

perhaps a touch sweeter finish. 4.9% alc/vol

body, strong malt palate and spicy aroma, orange blossom notes,
smooth, long dry finish. Athos certainly has more in common with

FIX

theTrappist and Abbey beers of Belgium than its rank and file

Fix Premium Lager, Olympic Brewery, Athens.

homegrown Lager cousins. This is the undisputed best beer for the

The first domestic beer, Fix was brewed in 1864. The factory

trip, a beer way ahead in its class. A distinctive brew, presented in a

closed in the 1980s, and the original brewery is currently being

classic 750 ml bottle, champagne corked and served in its own

renovated into a museum. The brand name re-emerged in 1997

specialty thistle glass.

after Olympic Breweries purchased the rights. Amber/straw
effervescent brew, clean palate, some hop notes, short finish.
5% ale/vol.

VERGINA
Vergina Premium Lager, Macedonia and Thrace Brewery S.A.,
Rodopi
According to tradition, the first Greek beer was produced in
Ancient Times in Rodopi. That is where Macedonia and
Thrace opened in 1998 producing this Premium Lager.
Straw/amber colour, fresh nose, light body, some hop notes
against a well balanced palate, long dry finish. 5% ale/vol.
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Beer Restaurants in Athens

Three locations in Athens offering up to 130 different beers in
the bottle and on tap. The draught beers are kept in a special
cold room to assure proper temperatures when served. As well
as offering Athos, Mythos and other Greek brews, there is a
large selection of German lagers, British ales and Belgian
specialties. Particularly quaffable this evening was the

AMBER LAGER

McFarland's Irish Red on tap: a very tasty red/copper ale,

Available on tap at the three Craft brewpubs in Athens, this

robust medium body, sweet malty notes, shy hop aroma - a

beer can also be found at bars and restaurants in the

very popular brew in Greece, though brewed under license

neighborhoods where it is made. This brew is a strong amber

from Murphy's in Ireland. Delicious!

coloured ale, presenting a subdued hop/malt balance, with a
very pronounced but pleasant smoked flavour, with a long
malty finish. A perfect beer to accompany any of those
grilled meat dishes Greece is so famous for. I tried it for the
first time at a restaurant next door to where they brew it in
Psyrri. You could order by the 450 ml. glass or by the 2 liter
jug, chilled and capped to keep the beer cool. I was intrigued
with this Athenian brewpub chain, so I also visited their
location in Ambelokipi to taste a wider variety ...

Pale Ale
Dark amber, fresh hop aroma, a crisp palate and full long
body, long puckering finish.

Hefeweizen
Refreshing unfiltered wheat beer, fruity aroma, cloudy but

THE BEER ACADEMY

full yeasty palate, creamy head and deliciously malty finish.

In each of their nine locations around Athens, The Beer

Red Ale

Academy strives to educate the palate of those sniffing around

Ruby red beer with a rounded mature taste profile, complex

for something new. Though you will find no Greek brews

malt attenuations, caramel notes, aromatic nose, malt

available, the knowledgeable staff can guide you through a

accented long finish.

selection of often 10 draught beers and over 40 other
international ales & lagers in the bottle. You may find

Black Lager
Dark brown, roasted coffee nose, light to medium bodied,
somewhat neutral palate, dry finish.

anything, from a Maisel Weisse Dunkel fresh on tap to many
Belgian Trappists in the bottle. Good food too.

Bohemian Pilsner
Classic blonde pilsner, refreshing hop profile balances
beautifully against the earthy maltiness, a gentle bitterness
and a satisfyingly long dry finish.

"

,
by Michael Nazarec
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BY BRIAN
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Fm 13/08:

READ
$610.57

OPENING BALANCE:

Fm 21:

BRIAN READ

CONlEST EXPENSES - $52.51

$558.06

MAR 1:

MICHAEL NAzAREc

CONlEST EXPENSES - $26.25

$531.81

MAR 14:

2

+ $50.00

$581.81

MAR 14:

6 YEARLY MEMBERSHIPS

+ $120.00

$701.81

MAR 14:

MICHAEL NAzAREc

BEER, ErG.

- $32.42

$669.39

DAYE NEILLY

BEER

- $14.59

$654.80

APR2:

BRIAN READ

BEER

- $26.79

$629.01

APR2:

2 DROP-IN FEES

+ $10.00

$639.01

APR2:

1 YEARLY MEMBERSHIP

+ $20.00

$659.01

1 YEARLY MEMBERSHIP

+ $20.00

$679.01

APR2:

APR.~7

-

~,

FAMILY MEMBERSHIPS

BOCK PROFILES

VISIT THE GCBF:

Victoria's Great Canadian Beer Festival is

Bock beers were first brewed in the town of Eisbeck,

Canada's longest running beer festival and

in northern Germany, in the 13th century. They are

largest selection of craft only beers available

strong, malty lagers, traditionally brewed using a

anywhere in the country. This year it will be

double or triple decoction mash.

held on Friday, September 5 and Saturday
September 6. It will feature beers of 40 craft
breweries from across Canada and the Pacific

TRADITIONAL BOCK: Copper to brown color, malty-sweet

aroma, with no evident hops. Lower carbonation

Northwestern USA.

a.G.

Last year there were more than 160 brews

IBU = 20 - 30

available (for a list, and for more information,

=

1.066 - 1.074

F.G.

=

1.018 - 1.024

Colour = 15 - 30 SRM

Alcohol = 6.4 - 7.6% v/v Carbonation = 2.1 - 2.3 vol

Google GCBF) Tickets are difficult to get

MAIBOCK: Lighter in color. An intense, malty aroma, with no

and sell out early, and they are not available

chocolate malt character

at the door. The normal advance price is $20

a.G.

=

1.066 - 1.068

F.G.

=

1.012 - 1.020

for Friday and $25 for Saturday, if you can

IBU = 20 - 25

get them. Wild Rose Brewery will make

Alcohol = 6.4 - 7.6% v/v Carbonation = 2.5 - 2.7 vol

available to our members a 2-day pass for
$30 (a 33% discount!). To obtain tickets, pay

Colour = 4 - 10 SRM

DOPPELBOCK: The original was called Salvator. Many later

doppelbocks are also given names ending in -ator.

in advance at the Taproom BEFORE THE
END OF MAY, and get your name on the
reserved list. Let's support this event, and
have a great time!
BR

= 1.074 - 1.080
IBU = 17 - 27

a.G.

F.G.

=

1.020 - 1.028

Colour = 12 - 20 SRM

Alcohol = 6.7 - 7.9% v/v Carbonation = 2.1 - 2.3 vol
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NEW BREWS
A new line of beers out of Scotland - BREW DOG.

Punk IPA (6%) - post modern classic pale ale, fruity
nose leads to an understated but slow growing
bitterness, long dry finish.

The Physics (5%) - laid back amber ale,
wonderfully balanced, malt accented, smooth and
creamy finish.

Rip Tide (8%) - twisted merciless stout, soft &
smooth, dark & chocolatey, full bodied & very
strong.

Paradox Grain (10%) - whiskey cask aged
imperial stout, produced in small batches, packaged
in numbered limited edition bottles. Deliciously heady.
Visit them on line at www.brewdog.com

KB Double
Chocolate Ale
Edition Two
(5%) Developed with
the Chocolatiers at
Purdy's, this is a very

SI

ES

pleasant mahogany
hued treat. Dark
chocolatey nose, light,
bittersweet palate with
hints of coffee, dark
malts. This brew is well
balanced with a long
finish. Would be great
as a starter or with a
dessert. Check out the
Kamloops Brewery at

www.kbbeer.com

YEAST PRANKSTERS

WE WOULD UKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS:

THE VINYARD

&

THE ~LD ROSE

~LLO~

BREWERY,

PARK. WINES &

SPIRITS

